
 

STATUS DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

Status Description 

AIM Create This is only applicable to purchase orders or service contracts entered 
into the AssetWorks system.  An invoice would have this status if 
there were a technical reason why Inspyrus could not pass 
information to Assetworks during the processing of an invoice.  AIM 
Create would happen after Approval.  If the invoice receives an AIM 
Create status, the invoice will not be recorded to PeopleSoft without 
additional analysis and processing.   

AP Initial Review This is the first status in the Inspyrus invoice workflow. It allows a 
Requestor, a Budget Manager or an AP-Processor to review and edit 
the invoice. 

AP Post Routing Review If Route action is taken during AP Initial Review, the workflow reaches 
this step after the “Routed” Department selects “Done”. 

AP Set Approver The workflow reaches this step if the application is not able to 
determine the first approver after Requester takes Approve action on 
a Non-PO invoice. 

Approved (2-Way and 3-Way 
are for use by Physical Plant 
only) 

The workflow reaches this status under the following conditions: 
NOPO: last approver in Matrix Approval approves the invoice 
2-Way: requester approves the invoice 
3-Way or Consignment with no Errors/Mixed Flow Type: AP proceeds 
3-Way or Consignment with Errors: buyer approves 

Draft An invoice will be in this status when it is created via the "Create 
Invoice" functionality in AP Automation and has not been 
“Submitted”. 

ERP Failure Review The workflow reaches this status if the invoice could not be 
successfully imported to EBS even after a Reprocess. 

Exported from ERP The scanned file has been processed by Inspyrus and a record for the 
invoice has been created in Inspyrus database.  IF the invoice stays at 
this status for more than a few minutes, please send a screen shot to 
the Con_Inspyrus-businesssupport@tcu.edu. 

Fully Paid The workflow reaches this status after the invoice is fully paid in 
PeopleSoft and the payment data is imported into Inspyrus. 

Import to ERP Failure Review The workflow reaches this status if the invoice could not be 
successfully imported to PeopleSoft after all steps in the workflow 
completed. 

Imported to ERP The workflow reaches this status after the invoice is imported to 
PeopleSoft and the invoice image is associated with the invoice in 
PeopleSoft. 

Matrix Approval This status is applicable after AP_Processor has “Proceeded” an 
invoice. As part of this step, the invoice goes through a series of 
approvals until a user with enough signature authority approves the 
invoice. The Approval hierarchy is maintained in PeopleSoft. 
 



 

Status Description 

Partially Paid The workflow reaches this status after the invoice is partially paid in 
PeopleSoft and the payment data is imported into Inspyrus. 

Rejection Review by AP The workflow reaches this status after requester takes Reject action 
during Requester Approval. 

Reprocessed If the workflow reaches status "Import to ERP Failure Review" or "ERP 
Failure Review", a member of the AP Analyst Group can correct the 
error that caused the invoice to get to one of these statuses and 
"Reprocess" the invoice to ERP. 

Requestor Approval (For 
Physical Plant use only) 

This status is applicable when the invoice flow type is 2 or NOPO. The 
flow type will be 2 when all ITEM lines are matched with a 2-way PO. 
The flow type will be NOPO when none of the ITEM lines are matched 
with a PO. The workflow reaches this step when Proceed action is 
taken during AP Initial Review and invoice has no errors. 

Routed An invoice will be in Routed status while it is assigned to one of four 
groups: VendorCreate, Contracts, Grants, and Compliance.  The 
invoice can only be assigned to these groups by using the “Route” 
function.  Once the assigned group has actioned the invoice, the 
assignee will select done, the invoice will go to “AP Post Routing 
Review” status. 

Submitted A Draft invoice reaches this status when it is submitted. This is only 
valid for a “Create Invoice”. 

Terminated The workflow reaches this status if a Requestor or AP_Processor takes 
"Terminate" action on an invoice as part "AP Initial Review", 
"Rejection Review by AP", "AP Post Routing Review", "Import ERP 
Failure Review", "ERP Failure Review". 

 

 

 

 

 

 


